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FOR THE TEACHER:

In order to teach the difficult verbs sit/set, rise/raise, and lay/lie with more understanding, a
review of direct objects is necessary. The next few pages contain review worksheets. (Continue
crossing out prepositional phrases.)

You will be teaching that to set, to raise, and to lay will be followed by a direct object.
Unfortunately, as in many other language areas, there are exceptions. However, even with many
exceptions, using the direct object approach will be helpful in mastering these confusing verbs.

Use the charts provided to demonstrate the differences between these confusing verbs.

SIT

means to rest

SET

means to place or put

*needs a direct object
Present
Tense

sit(s) set(s)

Past Tense sat set

Present
Participle

sitting setting

Past
Participle

(had) sat (had) set

Examples They sat in the front row.

There is NO direct object.

You could also replace sat with
rested and the sentence still
makes sense.

They rested in the front row.

She had set her hat on the floor
before she dropped the coin in it.

Hat is what she put on the floor.
This IS a direct object.

The sentence still makes sense
when put is inserted for set.

She had put her hat on the floor
before she dropped the coin in it.

Verbs: Sit/Set, rise/raise, lay/lie
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SIT/SET, RISE/RAISE, LAY/LIE

Name ______________________

Date_____________  Hour _____

Directions: Cross out any prepositional phrase(s). Underline the subject once and the verb/verb
phrase twice. Label any direct objectDO.

Remember: To set, to lay, to raise

Lays, laid, and laying

The first few have been done for you.

1. A surfer ( lay, laid ) his boardDO on the sand.
Board is what the surfer placed on the sand. It is the direct object, so we
choose laid as the correct verb.

2. My grandfather ( sits, sets ) by a stream during fishing season.
There is no direct object so we choose sits as the correct verb. You could
replace rests for sits and the sentence would still make sense.

3. The sun ( rises, raises ) in the east.

There is no direct object so we choose rises as the correct verb.

Now continue on your own.

4. Their neighbor ( rises, raises ) pigs on his farm.

5. That lady ( lies, lays ) by the pool until noon.

6. Deanne has ( laid, lain ) her cards on the table.

Write the correct verb on the line for each sentence.

7. Jim is _________ with his mom and sister.

8. The policeman ___________ his hand to the traffic.

9. They _________ on the blanket to watch the fireworks.

Practice: Sit/Set, Rise/Raise, Lay/Lie
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